1010 WINS Public Address Announcement

From somewhere within the very heart and soul of New York City,
a native New Yorker moves about unnoticed on Manhattan Island
at various times of the day and night
from a current residence somewhere on Long Island.
This native New Yorker has managed to save just enough personal income
to pay for this Real News Public Service announcement,
exclusively here on 1010 Wins.
Today,
December 22, 2017,
this Disguised Clandestine
has launched not one but two
flowstreams of Priceless Information.
One stream is presented as a Petition,
the other, a Quest.
The Petition is entitled
William Felt TheClandestine’s Petition to Establish
Eternal Homo Sapien and Robotic Harmony
and can be found online at Change.org
while the Quest is entitled
I from Subliminet’s
Quest To Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited,
which can be found on GoFundMe.
Together they form
what the Informant of this Priceless Information
refers to as
the Sublimely Splendid
Quest To Inaugurate Spaceways Unlimited
Marketing Campaign
brought to you by Subliminet Incorporated.
The Petition combines 7 historical documents
dealing most especially with fundamental Civil Rights.
The Petition was prepared in 2 distinct formats.
The first depicts a gender-neutral perspective of the 7 original versions,
while the second addresses
the looming invasive introduction of
automated machines and Robots
into Homo Sapien society.
The Quest is intended to be a 1-2 year endeavor
to raise enough funds to introduce
an entirely new job-creating, franchise-able industry,
Meditixation within Spaceways Unlimited,
that claims to be the only one of its kind capable of
transforming a practiced and experienced individual

that has Mastered the “Meditixation technique”,
into an Omneronaut,
thereby enabling the Omneronaut with an opportunity to
metaphysically unify with
an invisible but Omnipresent field of energy,
that Subliminet has identified as
the Unus Mundus,
the Force, of Star Wars fame,
and even god.
That’s spelled with a small “g” by the way.
The Marketing Campaign is intended to be a 1-2 year Event
that Subliminet claims will detail
the occurrence of Paranormal events
brought about by the Paranormal capability of the Informant,
I from Subliminet,
capabilities I from Subliminet contends are
a superpower
that were discovered and Mastered
as a result of becoming an Omneronaut.
Subliminet is an internet publishing organization
that was incorporated on August 8, 2008 in New York State
that is currently seeking the assistance of several individuals,…
If your name is
Ron Kuby or
N.J. Burkett or
Geraldo Rivera or
Elon Musk or
Bill Gates or
Stephen Hawking or
Nate Silver or
Kevin O'Leary or
Barbara Corcoran or
Daymond John or
Robert Herjavec or
Lori Greiner or
Mark Cuban or
Leonard Susskind or
Brian Greene or
Lawrence Krauss or
Neil deGrasse Tyson or
Michio Kaku
or if you know someone by any of these names,

or if you know someone who knows someone
by any of these names
Quick!
Pick up your cell phone and text your email address to
IfromSubliminet@Subliminet.com
and I from Subliminet™ will begin to tell you why
the names on this list have been chosen.
And if you qualify,
you will be offered an opportunity to participate in
a Marketing Campaign of Sublime Splendor
which will be simultaneously conducted from
not one but two platforms:
A Petition and a Quest.
Hurry or the window of opportunity will close upon all of you,
and actually open for someone else in your place!
For a text of this announcement,
please visit Subliminet.com.
To see a video,
please search for Subliminet on Youtube.
Don’t forget,
to sign the Petition go to Change.org
And to make a donation please visit GoFundMe.

